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California-based Pertexa Announces Partnership with JC Sustainable Solutions
(JCSS) of San Antonio, Texas
Pertexa Healthcare Technologies, Inc. is pleased to announce that it has agreed to partner with JC Sustainable
Solutions (JCSS) of San Antonio, TX. JCSS will be a consulting partner and a distributor for all Pertexa oﬀerings
including our two ﬂagship products, Radekal www.radekal.com and RoboRita www.roborita.com.
JCSS will provide technologies and processes for organizations requiring support in Telehealth; Electronic Health
Records; Revenue Cycle Management and Billing; Research and Development; Staﬃng; Interoperability; and Big
Data. JCSS can be contacted at: 3543 Puesta de Sol, San Antonio, TX 78261. 210-776-4491 or 210-912-7264
“JCSS was formed to bring cutting edge technology to medicine. One demo of Radekal and JCSS Management knew
it wanted to help bring this solution to market. Radekal is a decade ahead of anything on the EHR market. The
release of the cloud-based Radekal will transform our industry. JCSS is pleased to be a part of the Pertexa team”,
JCSS Management states.
“JCSS saw a demo of our product, Radekal, and the deal was inked two hours later. Even with a very short demo,
JCSS realized this is not an EHR that doctors have learned to hate but rather, a transformative productivity tool built
by Doctors for Doctors. It is designed just the way they were trained in medical school. Itʼs as simple as that”,
Kishor Joshi, Pertexa CEO commented.
About Pertexa:
Pertexa, Inc. is a next-generation medical technology company headquartered in Ridgecrest, California that creates
and distributes advanced technology including RITA and RADEKAL, the nationʼs leading Physicianʼs Productivity
Tool, which has been shown to increase productivity by 30%. By combining both hardware and app development
for worldwide medical use, Pertexa is an innovative brain trust, advancing disruptive transformational technologies
for an evolving healthcare environment.
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